
From: Zafar, Marzia
Sent: 11/8/2012 2:38:14 PM
To: Prusnek, Brian C (BPrusnek@semprautilities.com); Cherry, Brian K

(/0=PG&E/0U=C0RP0RATE/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BKC7);
Redacted

Cc: Redacted

Bee:
Subject: RE: Thanksgiving

Flavor enhancements are these herbal things that will allow us to enjoy our food more and also 
consume more. It is a source of enjoyment that can only be achieved if the senses and flavor is 
enhanced properly, but not too much.

From: Prusnek, Brian C [mailto:BPrusnek@semprautilities.com]
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2012 2:35 PM______________
To: Zafar, Marzia; Brian K. Cherry;]Redacted 
Cc: | Redacted |
Subject: RE: Thanksgiving

Looking forward to it. I have some nice wine I was bringing but I won’t say no to Brian if he 
wants to bring some, ;-)

Hey Marzia -

You have me down for “flavor enhancements,” What is that?

From: Zafar, Marzia fmailto:marzia.zafar@cpuc.ca.qov1
Sent: Thursday, Novemher 08 201? 2 20 PM 

RedactedTo: Brian K. Cherry;
Cc: Prusnek, Brian C; Redacted
Subject: Fwd: Thanksgiving

Brian and Sara,
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You guys are cordially invited to our day of gluttony. Brian P, Redacted 
decided to do a pre-thanksgiving dinner because we like food and BP and Autumn Linn love to 
cook.

and myself

Please bring yourselves closer to 3ish. We are at Redacted 
as we have lots of food already. See below our menu.

. Please don't bring anything

Marzia

Begin forwarded message:

From: Redacted
Date: November 5, 2012, 7:42:15 AM PST 
To: "Zafar, Marzia" <marzia.zafar@,cpuc.ca.gov> 
Cc: Redacted
Subject: Re: Thanksgiving

updated:

- Turkey (Marzia)

- mashed potatoes (bp)

- com (bp)

- carrots (ap)

- brussels sprouts (ap)

- leek bread pudding (bp)

- stuffing (ap)

- cranberries (bp)

- gravy (ap)

- dinner roll (Marzia from Safeway)

- crack pie (ap)
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- spiced nutz (bp)

- wine (bp)

- cocktail (ap)

- flavor enhancements (bp)

- dinner table with a real tablecloth (eg., non-plastic) (Marzia)

On Nov 4, 2012, at 6:50 PM, Zafar, Marzia wrote:

- Turkey (Marzia)

- mashed potatoes (bp)

- corn (bp)

- carrots (ap)

- brussels sprouts (ap)

- leek bread pudding (bp)

- stuffing (ap)

- cranberries (bp)

- gravy(ap)

- dinner roll (Marzia from Safeway)

- crack pie (ap)

- wine (bp)

- cocktail (ap)

- flavor enhancements (bp)

- dinner table with a real tablecloth (eg., non-plastic)
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